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Hume: Leslieville
gets some
welcome good
news
October 27, 2010
Christopher Hume
Star Columnist
Much put upon Leslieville has been
much in the news recently. Though it is
as neighbourly a neighbourhood as
exists in Toronto, it suffers from out-of
-date attitudes that see it as an old
industrial precinct and a convenient
place to put things no one else wants.

SUPPLIED PHOTO
The Printing Factory Lofts, despite its humble origins, is stunning, says
Christopher Hume.

Most recently, that took the form of a
Walmart.
In truth, Leslieville has come a long way in recent years. Organized around newly invigorated Queen St. E,
now among the most compelling streets in the city, it is an area that boasts some wonderful 19th-century
building stock as well as many Edwardian jewels. Indeed, there are several former banks in the vicinity that
come close to magnificence. Where did the optimism go?
The neighbourhood has the feel of an urban village, self-contained but fully connected to the larger
community by the grid and the public transit it supports. No question, this is a district that has seen its
share of hard times. The old road houses that dot Queen have been in decline for decades; but even that
has started to change.
The potential is enormous; as much as anything, the growing desirability of Leslieville comes from the
rightness of scale. In this part of town, blocks are short, streets narrow and uses mixed. And in its current
phase — halfway along the road to gentrification — it still has the gritty vitality of genuine city enclave. As
Queen West finds itself increasingly corporatized and condoized, the appeal of Queen East will grow ever
more apparent.
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Condo Critic
Printing Factory Lofts, 201 Carlaw Ave.: This impressive development incorporate an early 20thcentury industrial building on which a steel-and-glass extension now sits along with a couple of courtyards
and a series of townhouses.
The old red brick structure, which stands only three storeys tall, occupies a large lot that faces west onto
Carlaw. The site, which reaches east to Boston Ave., is unexpectedly deep. The result is a project that pays
homage to its industrial heritage and which speaks a thoroughly contemporary architectural language.
Though that puts it at odds with nearby housing, in this case, old and new complement each other quite
happily. Surfaces have been left mostly unfinished and the (new) balconies are handsome but unadorned.
The result is a project that fits in and feels right. Despite its humble origins, the facade comes complete
with carved limestone and Corinthian columns.
In other words, it’s stunning.
GRADE: A
WHAT DO YOU THINK: Tell us at condos@thestar.ca
Read more Condo Critic
- 5 Condos that tower above the rest
- Hope sails into the suburbs
- Sumach condo sign of a growing city
- The future is happening here and now
- Portland exemplifies changing face of Toronto
- Reduce, recycle and rejoin
- Stewart St. is what Toronto is all about
- Sheppard West hints at things to come
- A Helliwell of a condo
- North Toronto complex sets new standard of urbanism
- Dupont condo won't turn heads, but it feels at home
- New residential project sets the standard
- Parliament St. condo works 'brilliantly'
- Bad buildings sucked life out of Parliament St.
- Seniors' condo shows maturing of Mississauga
- Looking up on Queen East
- Carlton St. Project affordable but not cheap
- Revamped hydro building still has power
- Streetcar line may become St. Clair's saving grace
- History gets a makeover
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- Everything you want in a condo and less
- Yet another condo tower
- King Street condo an architectural pauper
- Broadway Ave. represents city's changing face
- Maple Leaf Square isn't just for fans
- Davenport a bit of a mess - but it works
- Cityplace proving its critics wrong
- Yorkville rich with everything but substance
- Aging neighbourhood rediscovered
- Eglinton a victim of good intentions
- Wellesley struggles for an identity
- Charles sustains its charm
- Change is good at Yonge/Eglinton
- Tower fits into scenic location
- 'Series of boxes' still fits into Ave and Dav
- Despite change, King St. E. keeps identity
- What's not to like about Riverdale?
- Queensway has lack of connection
- Future of Ellesmere could heal 'Scarberia's' wounds
- West is best, as Wallace Ave. shows
- Jane/Finch rehab faces uncertain future
- When the car becomes king we all lose
- Past and present can co-exist
- New projects pay little respect to past
- Diversity at heart of Richmond experience
- Esplanade appeal easy to understand
- Development anticipates future
- King St. E. has it all, let's not ruin it now
- Quiet, domestic and lowrise Roncesvalles
- Roncesvalles retains its village flavour
- Industrial architecture improves with age
- Offices, condos complete transformation
- Sum not greater than the parts
- New Regent Park revitalizing neighbourhood
- East end evolution more interesting than ever
- Aging area shows signs of new urbanism
- Industrial Carlaw evolving into residential neighbourhood
- Neglected district shows great potential
- Bloor certainly one of the best streets
- Complex has the right height and heft for location
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- Residential revival has mixed results
- 'A ghastly mix of confused intentions'
- Well situated street is a hodge podge
- Mt. Pleasant bridges mythical divide
- Boom adds housing to urban byways
- Throughfare thoroughly suburban
- Jarvis St. ready for its second closeup
- Pedestrians take back seat to cars here
- Re-imagining Scarborough
- Corner represents past and future
- River cries for development
- An exercise in built chaos
- Treating the past with respect
- New and old clash on Richmond
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